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ENCONGRATULATIONS

We are proud that you have chosen this fine  

Victorinox Swiss Army TRAVEL ALARM 1884 LIMITED EDITION. 

Inspired by the ingenuity of the Original Swiss Army Knife,  

this unique Travel Alarm features the same folding system  

invented for the Victorinox pocket knife in 1884. 

 

We hope that you enjoy this special timepiece. 
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TRAVEL ALARM 1884 LIMITED EDITION

This very special model is limited to 1884 pieces worldwide in honor of the founding year of 

Victorinox. 

To celebrate the 125th anniversary, Victorinox Swiss Army realized the old dream of combining 

a timepiece with the principle of the retractable blade of all Victorinox pocket knives. The 

resulting Travel Alarm features the same spring effect and “click” sound as the Original Swiss 

Army Knife, the same red side-panels  and even includes the famous toothpick and tweezers. 

The dial and side-panels adopt the red and yellow-gold jubilee colors of Victorinox 125th 

anniversary. The front panel features the cross and shield logo in gold, while the back panel is 

stamped with Victorinox anniversary logo: “125 years, your companion for life”.

Toothpick and 

tweezers

Anniversary 

design on the 

front side

Rotating mechanism 

to open the clock, 

inspired by the  

Swiss Army Knife

Pocket watch 

opener, inspired 

by the Swiss Army 

Knife 
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FEATURES

Swiss-made quartz movement (ETA 804.192) with alarm feature. 

Functions

Alarm 

Hours, minutes and seconds 

Date calendar at 3 o’clock  

Technical specifications 

54 mm case made of solid stainless steel (316L) 

57.50 mm with crown and pushers 

Height: 19.50 mm 

Protected crown and alarm pusher 

Opening system with spring made by Victorinox 

Shock-resistant hardened mineral crystal  

Special red and yellow-gold dial 

Luminescent hands and hour markers 

Water resistance 

Your TRAVEL ALARM 1884 LIMITED EDITION  timepiece is water resistant to 30 meters (3ATM, 98ft). 
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HOW TO USE YOUR TIMEPIECE

Pushers

A Alarm on/off

Timepiece indications

B Hours hand

C Minutes hand

D Seconds hand

E Alarm hand

F Date

The Crown has three positions

1 Normal running position

2   -  Date setting by a counter-clockwise 

rotation

 - Alarm setting by a clockwise rotation

3  Setting the time, seconds stop
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SETTING THE TIME 

1. Pull the crown out to position 3. 

2.  Make sure that the position of the hands corresponds to a change of date at midnight 

and not at noon. Turn the crown to position the hands on the desired time. 

3. Push the crown back down firmly against the case to position 1.  

SETTING THE DATE 

1.   Pull the crown out to position 3. Turn crown clockwise to move hands. When your reach 

midnight, the calendar date will jump, then set the correct time. 

2.   Set the crown in position 2. Adjust the date by turning the crown counter-clockwise. 

Then set the crown back to position 1.   

SETTING THE ALARM   

The alarm can be set to operate only within a period of 12 hours in relation to when it is set. 

Setting the alarm time:  

1  Pull the crown out to position 2. 

2  Turn crown clockwise to set the alarm time. 

3  Push the crown back to position 1 once the desired alarm time is set.   

Switching on the alarm:  pull out the alarm pusher (A). The activation of the alarm  

is confirmed by a beep. 

Switching off the alarm:  push the alarm pusher (A) to neutral position.  

Alarm is switched off.  
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We believe it is not enough to provide raw function and utility; those values alone don’t 

satisfy the heart. It is beautiful design that brings our products to life and continues  

to inspire the extraordinary brand loyalty of our most passionate consumers.

Victorinox Swiss Army timepieces and Victorinox Swiss Army Knives, cutlery, travel gear, 

fashion and fragrance exist to perform, fulfill a need, and delight in their simple beauty. 

They are born of human hands and minds for human needs. 

They have a heart and intelligence. They are, made like you.


